Mistakes During Colonoscopy
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Doing Colonoscopy without Proper Indication

Colonoscopy is not without risk and has important costs and serious complications like perforation occurring in 1 out of 1000 procedures, even higher for therapeutic indications [1], which can be fatal, even may approach that of endoscopic retrograde pancreatobiliaryography (ERCP), when involves therapeutic procedures [2,3], so the procedure should be done with proper indications & should not be done for referrals such as constipation only or Rome- diagnosed irritable bowel syndrome or abdominal pain only without red flag signs or symptoms [4].

Doing Colonoscopy without Proper Evaluation

Gastroenterologists may receive referrals for colonoscopy from non-gastroenterologists without proper evaluation so the gastroenterologist should evaluate the patients through detailed history physical examination & focused investigation before proceeding to colonoscopy to have in mind a clear plan what to search for and do during colonoscopy for example the need for doing terminal ilium intubation and taking random colonic biopsies for patients referred for chronic diarrhea and the colonoscopy finds no visible lesions or the need for doing ileal intubation for patients referred with chronic diarrhea with family history of inflammatory bowel disease and or having raised inflammatory markers [5,6].

Doing Colonoscopy without Proper Instruction for Colonic Preparation

Colon preparation is the corner stone for high quality colonoscopy, so the colonoscopist himself and the assistant nurse should use all means proved to increase the rate of good colonic preparation, including face to face contact verbal education of the patient by the endoscopist himself &provision of written material & videos [7].

Diagnosing Early Solitary Rectal Ulcer Syndrome (SRUS) as Ulcerative Proctitis

SRUS is a misnomer and it is rectal injury, hypertrophy and ulceration due to imbalance between straining & pelvic relaxation during defecation due to functional disturbances and or redundant rectum. The resultant rectal injury varies from erythema to hypertrophy, polypoid formation & ulceration which may be small or very large, multiple or solitary. This erythema may be misdiagnosed as proctitis and the patient may mislabeled and treated as ulcerative colitis specially if the biopsy result is that of non-specific colitis, if not a god history is taken from the patient, specially the presence of constipation & excessive straining during defecation in addition to hematochesia. What complicates the problem is that isolated ulcerative proctitis of IBD may present with constipation rather than diarrhea [8,9].

Diagnosing Internal Hemorrhoids as a Cause of Lower GI Bleeding without Seeing them Actively Bleeding or Seeing Stigmata of Recent Bleeding

Internal hemorrhoids are very common which affect 50% of the population and they may co-exist with other pathologies them selves may be the cause of hematochesia rather than the hemorrhoids, so it is recommended that internal hemorrhoids should not be regarded the sole cause of hematochesia unless seeing them actively bleeding or have endoscopic features of recent bleeding and a full colonoscopic evaluation or at least sigmoidoscopy (in patients under 45 years of age) are performed [10].

Not Taking Random Colonic Biopsies in Patients with Chronic Diarrhea and Normal Colonoscopy

Taking random colonic biopsies for patients referred for chronic diarrhea and the colonoscopy finds no visible lesions, is recommended to include or exclude microscopic colitis specially in elderly females and patients suspected of having celiac disease or have family history celiac disease [11].

Not Doing Ileal Intubation in Patients Presenting with Features Suggestive of Crohn’s Disease

As chronic diarrhea& abdominal pain with alarming features or family history of IBD or have raised stool or serum inflammatory markers such as CRP or stool Calprotectin [12,13].
Not Performing Ileal Intubation in Patients Presenting with Hematochesia & Total Normal Colonoscopy

In patients with history of hematochesia or overt bleeding during colonoscopy and the endoscopist could not localize the bleeding to the colon every effort should be done to intubate the ileum trying to localize the bleeding to small intestinal cause like bleeding Meckle's, before resorting to angiography or tagged RBC scanning [14].

Not Considering Alternative Diagnosis Specially Tuberculosis or Behcet's Disease in Patients with Findings Suggestive of Ileocecal Crohn's Disease

The above two diseases affects the ileocecal area like Crohn's & distinction is important specially if biologpal treatment is an option which may cause serious dissemination of tuberculosis if it is not properly excluded by chest radiology and sensitive assays as IGRAS and or DNA test. Behcet's disease may be differentiated by colonoscopic features or patient evaluation of the other systems affected by the disease [15,16].

Not Performing Digital Rectal Examination (DRE) in All Patients &Anoscopy Prior to Colonoscopy in Patients Susspected if Having Perianal Disease Such is Piles, Fissure ir Perinal Fistula

Perianal disease such as piles, fissure or perinal fistula may be missed during colonoscopy unless a good retroflection is done in the rectum, which is painful and not without risks of perforation, because the colonoscope is forward viewing and these lesions are located on the lateral anal walls & hence may be missed [17].

Not Perforing Double Inspection of the Colon or Retrfoflexion in the Cecum To Reduce the Chance of Missing Polyps Especially During Screening Colonoscopy

Among others, double inspection of proximal colon and or retroflexion in the cecum proved to increase lesions detection & the adenoma detection rate during screening colonoscopy and aids in ileal intubation in cases of difficulties in doing ileal intubation [18].

Not Adhering to Quality Assurance Metrics for Doing a High Quality Colonoscopy

The quality metrics of high quality colonoscopy are well known & described by many gastrointestinal endoscopy societies and without fulfilling them the colonoscopy losses its high quality characteristics [19].

Not Considering The Proximal Colon as of Cause of Melena

Melena is commonly due to an upper GIT source, but a small intestinal source or a slowly bleeding proximal colonic lesion such as tumors or angiodysplasias should be considered as a cause & every effort should be done for cecal&ileal intubation to detect such lesions [20].

Misdiagnosing Diffuse Pseudopolysis Of Ibdas FAP

Sometimes during colonoscopy hundred of polyps are seen and difficulties arise in labeling the case as familial adenomatous polyposis syndrome (FAP) or pseudopolyposis due to ulcerative colitis specially if there is no history or features of ulcerative colitis or family history of FAP. Few endoscopic features may help in differentiation like the presence of colitis between polyps and more size differences between FAB polyps than IBD- associated pseudopolys [21].

Performing Polypectomy for Polyps with Features Suggestive of Lipoma

It is mentioned that polypectomy of a colonic lipoma may carry the risk of perforation, so if a lesion found to have features of lipoma, it is better to avoid doing polypectomy specially if asymptomatic before better evaluation [22].

Performing Polypectomy if the Colon is not Prepared well

It is mentioned that doing polypectomy on unprepared or poorly prepared colon may carry the risk of colonic perforation because of the risk of the combustion of inflammable gasses present in these situations specially if CO2 had not been used [23].

Not Tattooing Polyps too Large to be Removed Endoscopically

It is advised to tattoo the lesions such as polyps large or difficult or advanced enough to be removed endoscopically to guide the surgeon for more easier removal specially laparoscopic surgery [24].

Failure to Consider Scattered Aphthi to be Caused By Colon Preparation Materials, to Avoid Unnecessary Biopsies and Hence Patients Anxieties & Further Costs

Phosphate - containing colonic preparation materials are well known to cause scattered colonic aphthi, so not considering this fact may lead to considering unnecessary biopsies and hence patients anxieties & further costs [25]. Forgetting to mention in the colonoscopy report incidental findings that may have important future implications such as internal hemorrhoids, colonicdiverticul& non-bleeding angiodysplasias, in case they cause future problems.
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